
DESYNTHESIS

Released in patch , Item Desynthesis is a system that allows Disciples of the Hand (crafters) to break down pre-existing
items into crafting materials and other .

Drink the bacon broth. Lasts 10 minutes. The item and component prices will vary on different servers, after
new patches and can be influenced by plenty of other factors. GSM has several avenues for FC3s, which aren't
the best, but aren't terrible. Use the values of those items and the list below to determine when to switch
between the following items. Only three desynthesis skills. As always, CUL doesn't get any demimateria at all,
just swimsuits, so it's a terrible choice if you want demimateria but great choice if you want swimsuits. Right
now, in 2. You cannot get demimateria from doing Culinarian desynthesis! There is a rare minion available
from Culinarian desynthesis as well. Primal demimateria are used to make the primal weapons. There really
aren't good options besides Summoning Bells and Shower Stands, and you won't recoup much of the price
with the FC3s they yield. They can also collect glamour items that allow them to change the looks of their
characters. Great leveling method if you like PvP, and profitable too! At the same time fish can provide you
with some valuable materials. You can level Desynthesis on this class very easily, by breaking down fish that
you can easily buy on the market. You can get it from some other culinarian items to desynth, but it will be
more difficult and expensive. What about Culinarian? Classes Leveling and Endgame guides Please keep in
mind that because prices are constantly fluctuating, it is hard to pinpoint the absolute cheapest way to level
desynth at any given moment. NQ gives you 1 stack of the bonus, HQ grants 2 of them.


